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Time-gated luminescence microscopy using long-lifetime molecular probes can effectively eliminate
autofluorescence to enable high contrast imaging. Here we investigate a new strategy of time-gated imaging
for simultaneous visualisation of multiple species of microorganisms stained with long-lived complexes
under low-background conditions. This is realized by imaging two pathogenic organisms (Giardia lamblia
stained with a red europium probe and Cryptosporidium parvum with a green terbium probe) at UV
wavelengths (320–400 nm) through synchronization of a flash lamp with high repetition rate (1 kHz) to a
robust time-gating detection unit. This approach provides four times enhancement in signal-to-background
ratio over non-time-gated imaging, while the average signal intensity also increases six-fold compared with
that under UV LED excitation. The high sensitivity is further confirmed by imaging the single
europium-doped Y2O2S nanocrystals (150 nm). We report technical details regarding the time-gating
detection unit and demonstrate its compatibility with commercial epi-fluorescence microscopes, providing
a valuable and convenient addition to standard laboratory equipment.

A
utofluorescence in biological samples presents a universal challenge for conventional fluorescence tech-
niques to detect or visualize target species1–6. The time-gated luminescence (TGL) technique, which takes
advantages of long-lived luminescent probes (e.g. lanthanide complexes) and time-delayed detection,

substantially enhances the signal-to-noise ratio and contrast by suppressing the autofluorescence contri-
bution7–12. However, the presently reported TGL microscopes can only image one colour at a time, due to the
gating schemes and/or imaging devices that only allow monochromatic visualization8,13–17. Though multiple
colours can be superimposed via image processing18,19, it requires frequent changing of filters and reduces the
efficiency when examining different species, as well as limits the opportunity to investigate their interactions.
Meanwhile, the previous TGL microscopes required costly components and sophisticated assembly, which are
often inaccessible in most chemical and biological laboratories20–24. These issues have been hindering broad
implementation of the time-gated imaging technique.

In our previous work, we demonstrated a low-cost true-colour TGL microscope, featuring an ultraviolet light-
emitting diode (UV LED) for excitation and a mechanical chopper for time-gating13,25,26. In order to simulta-
neously excite multiple long-lived probes, especially terbium with sensitizing moiety complex that needs a triplet
energy around 30,000 cm21 to pump Tb31 to its excited state (5D4; 20,400 cm21)25, efficient excitation at 300–
340 nm is required; however, the power of currently available UV LEDs at this wavelength range is not strong
enough. On the other hand, flash lamps emitting deep UV with high power but low repetition rate (less than
100 Hz) have been used for TGL microscopy27,28, but the long detection windows prevent efficient collection of
lanthanide luminescence typically with decay lifetimes of ,1 ms or less, as well as having stability issues when
synchronized to mechanical choppers.

In this work, we report a highly efficient TGL microscopy system for dual-colour low-background imaging. It
uses a high-power flash lamp that can be externally triggered at high repetition rate (up to 1 kHz). This system
also comprises a purpose designed and optimized time-gating unit that can be simply inserted into a commercial
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epi-fluorescence microscope. We apply the new imaging system for
simultaneous detection of both Giardia lamblia stained with a red-
emitting europium complex probe and Cryptosporidium parvum
stained with a green-emitting terbium complex probe against strong
autofluorescent background. Sufficient sensitivity of this combined
system is demonstrated by imaging single nanoparticles.

Results
To set up the multi-colour TGL microscope, we built an illuminator
featuring a new-generation ceramic xenon flash lamp (FX-4400,
Excelitas Technologies) capable of delivering high-power light pulses
to excite the sample, and a time-gating unit incorporating a modified
mechanical chopper to discriminate long-lived luminescence against
rapidly decaying autofluorescence. Both modules were designed and
engineered in such a way that they can be directly coupled onto
commercial microscopes, for example the Olympus IX71 epi-fluor-
escence microscope used in our study, to perform TGL imaging with
minimum effort required for configuration and alignment.

Optical layout. The schematic diagram of this multi-colour TGL
microscope is shown in Figure 1a and 1b. In the excitation phase
(Figure 1a), the beam from the xenon lamp passes through a UV
band-pass filter (U-360, Edmund), and is reflected by a dichroic
mirror (DC shown in Figure 1; 400DCLP, Chroma). Then, it is
focused through an objective lens (603, NA 0.75, Edmund), onto
a microscopic slide to excite the specimen. The generated
luminescence is collected by the same objective. It is separated
from the excitation path by the dichroic mirror, and coupled to the
time-gating unit consisting of the chopper, two eyepieces and a

digital colour camera (DP71, Olympus). Two eyepieces (Eyepiece
1: 310, Olympus; Eyepiece 2: RKE 32 mm, wide angle, Edmund)
are used to bring down the size of the emission beam, so that the
chopper can be placed at the focal spot to block the emission with
minimised dead time during the periods of pulsed excitation13. When
the excitation is off, a short time delay is applied to allow the prompt
fading of the autofluorescence background. Therefore, in the detec-
tion phase, only the luminescence from the long lifetime lanthanide
probes is captured by the camera (Figure 1b). The synchronisation
between excitation phase and detection phase should be carefully and
accurately carried out. The time sequence used is given in Figure 1c,
and the details of synchronisation are described below.

Excitation source. In this system, the ceramic xenon flash lamp used
outputs an average power of 60 W over its full spectrum (from
160 nm to 20001 nm), and more importantly, a high repetition
rate up to 1 kHz. It was coupled into the back port of the IX71
microscope, replacing the original mercury lamp and connecting
the collimator using a customized adaptor. In order to minimise
the optical background and photo-bleaching of the sample, a UV
band-pass filter was used to only select the spectral region which
contributed to the excitation of lanthanide probes (320–400 nm;
see Supplementary Figure S1). The average excitation power
entering the rear aperture of the objective lens was measured to be
2.7 mW. It had a reasonably uniform distribution over a sample area
of 200 mm in diameter, leading to an excitation intensity of 8.6 W/
cm2.

For comparison, our previously reported system using a UV LED
(UVTOP310, 315 6 15 nm; Sensor Electronic Technology) for

Figure 1 | Schematic diagrams of the multi-colour TGL microscope. (a) In the excitation phase, a pulsed excitation light illuminates the sample,

while the chopper stops the luminescence/autofluorescence being captured by camera. (b) In the detection phase, the excitation is turned off, and the

chopper allows the luminescence to reach the camera. (c) The time sequence of the system is shown, with every repetition cycle containing a gating

window of 88 ms and a detection window of 968 ms. Each flash pulse is released 20 ms after the trigger and last around 17 ms.
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excitation25 was also investigated for multi-colour TGL imaging. Its
average excitation power at the rear aperture of the objective lens was
measured to be 0.5 mW, hence an excitation intensity of 1.6 W/cm2.

Chopper modification. In order to achieve optimum performance
and compatibility with the xenon flash lamp, we modified a high-
speed mechanical chopper (C995, Terahertz Technologies Inc).
Originally, this device had 30 blades with a fixed duty cycle of 151,
and it was able to run at a frequency up to 5 kHz. Considering that
the highest frequency of the xenon lamp was 1 kHz and the lifetimes
of lanthanide probes were in the range of tens to hundreds of ms, we
removed 25 blades using ultrafast laser micromachining and only
kept one blade out of every six, so that the duty cycle became 1511
(see Supplementary Figure S2). It is worth mentioning that the
reduced weight of the chopper blades also helped reduce the
vibration of the time-gating unit to some degree.

A plate with a 1-mm-diameter pinhole was attached to the chop-
per enclosure to increase the chopping efficiency by removing stray
light, as well as protecting the device from dust. The highest chopping
frequency after modification was measured to be 947 Hz, which
yielded 88 ms for gating and 968 ms for detection.

Time-gating unit. Incorporating the modified chopper, a time-
gating unit was designed and built, as shown in Figure 2. An
aluminium frame was machined to mount the eyepieces, the
chopper and the camera, alongside an adaptor for the camera port
of a standard microscope, in our case the Olympus IX71. Fine
alignment of the components was conducted in the bright-field
mode illuminated by a halogen lamp. In the first step, the pair of
eyepieces was adjusted to make their focuses completely overlap.
Since the eyepieces had the same magnification, this was verified
by measuring the beam size at a long distance (e.g. 1 m) away
along the optical path, which should remain identical regardless of
the presence/absence of the two eyepieces. In the second step, the
modified chopper was inserted between the eyepieces, so that its
pinhole plate was located exactly at the common focus of the two
eyepieces. In the third step, the camera was mounted after the second

eyepiece. The imaging quality of the system was examined using a
microscopic reticle (grid distortion targets, Thorlabs). The most
common optical aberration encountered during the alignment was
the ‘‘barrel distortion’’ (see Supplementary Figure S3); however, this
could be effectively overcome once all optical components were
adjusted to be exactly coaxial. After proper alignment, the obtained
field-of-view was 150 3 150 mm2.

Synchronisation. After all the components were properly aligned,
synchronisation between the excitation and the time-gated detection
was elaborately carried out to ensure maximum contrast enhance-
ment for TGL imaging. As shown in Figure 1c, we first measured the
time delay between the Sync Output from the chopper controller
(which was generated by a built-in sensor in the chopper head for
monitoring the rotation of the blades) and the physical opening/
blockage of the detection path. The latter was recorded by a
photodiode placed after the second eyepiece when the bright-field
illumination was switched on. With the modified chopper blades,
this delay from the rising edge of Sync Output to the blockage of the
detection path was determined as 576 ms, which was essentially
caused by the different positions of the sensor and the pinhole.
Then, we fed the Sync Output from the chopper controller to a
digital delay generator (DG535, Stanford Research Systems), which
sent TTL pulses of 100 ms duration to trigger the xenon lamp.
Because of the gas discharge process, there was another time delay
from the rising edge of the trigger signal to the time of flashing, which
was measured as 20 ms. Finally, we adjusted the delay value between
the Sync Output channel and the xenon trigger channel while
monitoring the level of autofluorescence leakage using a piece of
paper as the reference sample. It was found that a delay value of
576 ms (same as the delay between Sync Output and chopper
blockage) rendered the autofluorescence invisible and allowed the
maximum luminescence signal to be captured.

Dual-colour imaging. Two waterborne pathogens, Giardia lamblia
and Cryptosporidium parvum, were labelled with Eu and Tb
luminescent complexes, respectively (see Methods for details). The
mixed samples were imaged under xenon flash lamp excitation, with
the non-time-gated result shown in Figure 3a and the time-gated
result shown in Figure 3b for one typical sample area. To evaluate
the signal-to-background ratios in an accurate and objective way, the
intensity levels of targets as well as the rest areas were carefully
analysed in the separate red and green channels (detailed
procedures see Supplementary Information S4). As shown in
Figure 3c and 3d, the part of signals that were once submerged
under the background clearly stood out after the time-gated mode
was applied. The average values given in Figure 3e, after statistically
measuring 10 pairs of non-time-gated and time-gated images
(complete data see Supplementary Table S1 and S2), indicate the
signal-to-background ratio is enhanced by 4.3-folds (from 126544
to 137511) for the red channel, as well as 3.3-folds (from 91545 to
74511) for the green channel, with camera exposure time of 5
seconds. By contrast, previously it took 15 seconds (repetition rate
2.5 kHz, excitation pulse 100 ms, detection window 300 ms) to
accumulate enough luminescent signals (average 70 for red and 37
for green) under 315 nm UV LED excitation (see Supplementary
Information S5). Therefore, it is calculated that the excitation
efficiency of the xenon lamp is 5.9 times in red and 6.0 times in
green higher than that of the UV LED, thus more suitable for
multi-colour TGL microscopy.

Crosstalk between red (Eu) and green (Tb) channels. We proposed
a calibration method to calculate the crosstalk from the emission
spectra of lanthanide chelates and the responsivity curves of the
true-colour DP71 camera (detailed procedures see Supplementary
Information S6). Briefly, 78.6% of the total emission from the Eu
complexes is collected into the red channel of the camera, along with

Figure 2 | The time-gating unit consists of two eyepieces, one chopper
and one camera, all of which are mounted on a common frame. Top: the

schematics; Bottom: a photo of the real system.
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13.6% and 7.8% into green and blue channels, respectively.
Meanwhile, for the Tb complexes, since its emission spectrum has
satellite peaks in the blue and red range, 59.9% of the total emission is
collected into the green channel, 19.2% into the red channel, and
20.9% into the blue channel. These values can be applied to
compensate the original imaging results to achieve more precise
quantitative measurement. However, for applications that aim to
detect target cells or analytes only, the crosstalk issue may be
ignored if the contrast in time-gated images is sufficiently high, as
was the case in this study.

Single nanoparticle sensitivity. We further evaluated the sensitivity
of the new time-gated luminescence microscope by imaging single
nanoparticles. Figure 4 presents a typical result of 150 nm Y2O2S:
Eu31 nanoparticles under xenon lamp excitation with an exposure
time of 30 seconds. While the non-time-gated mode failed to provide
enough contrast (Figure not shown), the time-gated mode offered
sufficient sensitivity to observe these nanoparticles down to a single
one (Figure 4a). Figure 4b enlarges images of the luminescent spots
which potentially contain single nanoparticles (others were easily to
be identified as aggregation of nanoparticles). Following a literature

method14,29, they were eventually confirmed in the corresponding
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image (Figure 4c), which
showed perfect correlation with the luminescence image (Figure 4d;
detailed procedures see Supplementary Information S7).

Discussion and Conclusion
In this study, we demonstrate for the first time that simultaneous
dual-colour visualisation can be realised in TGL imaging for two
species of microorganisms stained with different lanthanide
probes. We show that outstanding sensitivity and contrast can be
achieved with a new-generation xenon flash lamp that is capable of
pulsed excitation at high repetition rate. Our compact time-gating
unit provides an easy-to-use and low-cost option to chemists
developing lanthanide materials and biologists who wish to elim-
inate autofluorescence background. Furthermore, the system is also
compatible to the automated scanning and lifetime measurement
techniques30,31, to enable high-throughput detection and analysis of
multiple target microorganisms. With the rapid progress in lan-
thanide chemistry, especially the new development of lifetime-tun-
able lanthanide probes32, we believe such multi-colour TGL

Figure 3 | Two-colour imaging under xenon lamp excitation. (a) and (b) are non-time-gated and time-gated images of Giardia lamblia cysts labelled

with a red europium probe and Cryptosporidium parvum oocysts labelled with a green terbium probe (exposure time: 5 seconds). (c) and (d) show the

pixel intensity histograms for the signal area (target cells) and the background area in separate red and green channels for (a) and (b), respectively.

(e) is a bar chart showing the average signal and background levels summarised from 10 pairs of non-time-gated and time-gated dual-colour images.

Error bars represent 61 s.e.m.
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technique will have a broad range of impact on analytical and bio-
sensing applications.

Methods
Immunoluminescent staining of Giardia lamblia. Immunofluorescence staining of
Giardia lamblia was carried out based on the published method24 with slight
modifications. 30 mL of mouse monoclonal anti-Giardia antibody G203 (IgG, cyst-
wall specific, 0.44 mg/mL, BTF-bioMérieux), 100 mL of biotinylated goat anti-mouse
IgG antibody (1510 dilution; Catalogue Number AP200B, ChemiCon International,
Millipore Bioscience Division), and 100 mL of SA-BSA-BHHCT-Eu31 conjugate
(50 mg/mL) (the synthesis method was reported in literature13) were mixed with
10 mL suspension of Giardia lamblia (containing ,2,500 Giardia lamblia cysts, BTF-
bioMérieux), and incubated at room temperature for 12 hours. In order to separate
the Eu-labelled cysts, the FACSAria flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson) was used to
sort out the sample prepared above, which yielded ,2,000 stained cysts in 400 mL
1.25% PBS solution.

Immunoluminescent staining of Cryptosporidium parvum. For staining of
Cryptosporidium parvum, a method similar to that reported in literature33 was used.
In a typical procedure, 10 mL suspension of Cryptosporidium parvum oocysts
(,106 oocysts/mL in PBS, BTF-bioMérieux) was mixed with 20 mL of mouse
monoclonal anti-Cryptosporidium antibody C104 (IgG, 0.44 mg/mL; BTF-
bioMérieux) and incubated for 24 hours at room temperature. The mixture was then
centrifuged (at 12,000 rpm, 5 minutes) and washed with PBS (pH 7.2) three times.
After removing the supernatant, 20 mL of 10-fold diluted biotinylated goat anti-
mouse IgG antibody was added and incubated for another 24 hours at room
temperature, followed by washing and centrifugation. Subsequently, 20 mL of the Tb-
labelled streptavidin (1520 dilution of 1 mg/mL kit, LanthaScreenH Tb-Streptavidin,
Invitrogen) was added and the suspension was incubated for another 48 hours.
Finally, the stained Cryptosporidium oocysts were washed three times with PBS.

Preparation of mixed pathogen samples. In order to demonstrate the background
suppression feature of our system, a sample exhibiting strong autofluorescence was
prepared. Flower petals with different colours of native chromophores were
pulverized and mixed with fruit juice, which is also known to be autofluorescent. They
were filtered through a centrifugal filter device (UFC30GV00, Millipore) to remove
large fragments.

The two stained microorganisms and artificial background samples were mixed
and sandwiched between a glass slide and a coverslip. 5 mL of background solution
was dropped onto a glass slide. After it dried, 2 mL of the Eu-probe-labelled Giardia
lamblia cysts was added. 10 minutes later, 2 mL of the Tb-probe-labelled
Cryptosporidium parvum was dropped on top of the sample, and the whole pre-
paration was covered with a coverslip.

Preparation of single nanoparticle samples. 10 mL of an ethanol solution containing
0.25 mg/mL Eu-doped nanoparticles Y2O2S:Eu31 (5% dopants, average size
150 nm)34 was dropped on the copper grids coated by amorphous carbon. The
nanoparticles on the grid were imaged by a transmission electron microscope (TEM,
Philips CM10).
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